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Abstract. Documentation is an important artefact of any software product. This is also the case for spreadsheets were, even considering an industrial setting, only 30% have some kind of documentation. This makes
their usage and maintenance very difficult.
In this paper we describe a tool, SpreadsheetDoc, that allows users to
document spreadsheets in a structured way, allowing them to describe
different parts of spreadsheets. For instance, for (future) spreadsheet
users, it is possible to describe input and output cells, and for (future)
developers, it is possible to describe computation, that is, formulas: their
arguments, their internal computations, and their outputs.
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Introduction

Nowadays, there are a huge number of people using spreadsheets. In fact, spreadsheet systems are the most used programming system [13], specially by nonprofessional programmers, the so-called end users. As in other programming
languages/environments, it is quite common to find spreadsheets with errors. In
fact, the error rate within spreadsheets can be up to 90% [15]. The European
Spreadsheet Risk Interest Group (EuSpRIG)1 regularly updates their web site
with new stories reporting the loses (economical, brand recognition, etc.) caused
by errors in spreadsheets to companies and other entities.
Many reasons exist for this scenario: the lack of abstraction, of a testing
methodology, or a (very) weak type system. Some errors can also be explained
by the lack or poor documentation [18]. Indeed, in many of the cases reported by
EuSpRIG, the lack of or bad documentation is mentioned. Moreover, software
tends to lose some of its efficiency when no proper documentation is available [7].
Without the proper documentation users and developers have more difficulties in
understanding, using, and updating the software. The same happens for spreadsheets. In a recent study in a financial institution, researchers found that 70% of
users that receive spreadsheets from colleagues have difficulties understanding
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them [11]. This transferring scenario is quite common as 85% of the study participants reported doing so. The same authors report that spreadsheet users browse
them for hours trying to understand them since only 1/3 are documented [10].
Unfortunately, spreadsheet systems do not have a proper form to document
their programs. In modern spreadsheet systems it is possible to add general
notes to a cell, but that is a very unstructured way of doing documentation,
when compared to what tools like JavaDoc allow. This can be compared as
to write ad-hoc comments in a textual language. This makes it quite hard for
spreadsheet developers to actually document their spreadsheets. For instance,
in [9] the authors analysed more than 15.000 spreadsheets available in the Enron Email Archive [12], containing the emails from the Enron corporation. They
found that some spreadsheet documentation was in the emails themselves, instead of being in the spreadsheets. This shows that there is the need to document,
but not the proper means.
Users tend to workaround this situation documenting their spreadsheets as
possible. Some write the documentation on a separate worksheet and reference to
it informing that such worksheet is the documentation of the spreadsheet. In this
case, it is not possible to see the documentation and the corresponding document
artefacts at the same time, as one can do using for instance JavaDoc, making it
difficult to relate the documentation with the actual spreadsheet content. Others
write the documentation on the worksheet with the content, close by the cells
they want to describe. However, in these cases users are inserting extra cells in
the spreadsheet, which are not part of the program, making it more complex.
These kinds of documentation make users question its use. Although it is
important to document software, it cannot be done in any way. It is important
to write and organize it in such a way that the target readers will get what they
want. A good documentation will increase the users’ efficiency and effectiveness,
and thus, their productivity [7, 16]. Indeed, JavaDoc, for the Java programming
language, is a good example of a successful way of documenting software.
In this paper we present a tool, SpreadsheetDoc, described in Section 3, to
guide spreadsheet developers to write proper documentation. In this case, two
kinds of documentation should be written, as suggested in [20]: i) documentation
for end users, and ii) documentation for developers. Notice that both these types
of documentation should be written by the spreadsheet developers, but part is
intended to be read by end users and part by developers.
Spreadsheet end users are the ones interested in executing the spreadsheet to
compute the results they want. Thus, they are mostly interested in understanding which cells they should fill in to feed the program, that is, the input, and were
they can find the results, that is, the output. So, spreadsheet developers should
mark and document all the input and output cells, and write documentation for
users, and not for developers, that is, simple and straightforward documentation. The purpose of the spreadsheet file, and of each worksheet also fits in this
category so users can find the spreadsheet and corresponding worksheet they
need. We describe in detail how to do this in Section 4.

On the other hand, maintainers and future developers of the spreadsheet
must have more technical information about the computations performed. Thus,
cells containing complex formulas should also be documented. In this case, the
documentation should be technical so others can later correct or evolve the
spreadsheet. We discuss this is Section 5
With our tool we also allow to document a particular column, row, or range
of cells (for instance, a table in a spreadsheet, that is, a range separated of the
remaining cells by empty columns and rows).
Users can then read the documentation within the spreadsheet itself, in the
context of the part of the spreadsheet they are using, or read the complete
documentation in a web page, which is generated by our tool in a similar way
as JavaDoc. To generate the web page we first create an XML file where the
complete documentation is saved. Although we decided to present to users a
web page, this intermediate format makes it possible to present documentation
in a different way. Moreover, it also allows to import documentation produced
by other systems, as long as the correct XML file is available. This allows to
publish inside a corporation all the documentation of all spreadsheets, making
it easier for collaborators to find one that already does what they need. Moreover, since spreadsheets can reference other spreadsheets, the navigation to the
corresponding documentation is straightforward, as links connect them.
In Section 2 we present a running example, in Section 13 we discuss related
work, and in Section 14 we present our conclusions and future work.
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2.1

Motivational Example
Definitions

Before we introduce our motivational example, we will define a few concepts
from the spreadsheet realm.
Workbook/Spreadsheet A workbook is a spreadsheet file. The term spreadsheet is often used to refer to a workbook, when in fact it refers to the
computer program, such as Excel. We will use these terms interchangeably.
Worksheet A worksheet, or simply sheet, is a single page of a workbook, that
is, one of the tabs that can be found at the bottom of the spreadsheet (in
most spreadsheet systems).
Cell A cell is a rectangular box in a worksheet, that is, the intersection point
of a vertical line (column) and a horizontal line (row). Its name is the concatenation of its coordinates: a letter for the column and a number for the
row. It also has content, which can be plain values (for instance, 4 or Bid),
or formulas (for instance, =SUM(A1:A3)).
Row Refers to all the cells contained in a horizontal line (given by a number).
Column Refers to all the cells contained in a vertical line (given by a letter).
Range A range is a group of cells in a worksheet that form a rectangular area.
Input Cell A cell referenced by others, but not referencing any other cell.
Output Cell A cell that references other cells, but its not referenced by others.

2.2

Example

We now describe a spreadsheet which we will use as a running example. This
spreadsheet, shown in Figure 1, was introduced in a book describing how to
create spreadsheets [14].

Fig. 1. A spreadsheet to calculate the winning probabilities of an auction.

This spreadsheet calculates the probability of winning an auction, according to a set of assumptions. Although this spreadsheet is well organized and
rather small, it is already difficult to understand. In Figure 2 we show the same
spreadsheet, but now with the formulas visible.

Fig. 2. Spreadsheet of Figure 1 with formulas visible.

In fact, and since this is a well designed spreadsheet, some cells even have
comments on them (denoted by the small triangle in the top right corner of the
corresponding cells). We list next the comments from the spreadsheet:

F4 Decision: Bid (in $million)
I4 Net value if the salvage value is low.
I5 Net value if the salvage value is high.
I8 Net value if the bid is successful.
I9 Net value if the bid is unsuccessful.
In the book, one can read some more details about this spreadsheet and corresponding computations. What we envision is a system where one can describe
the different parts of the spreadsheet, but in a systematic approach, and in the
corresponding context.
For instance, cell F5 calculates the probability of winning the auction. The
formula present in the book is P(Win) = (Bid - 2)/10, for 2 ≤ Bid ≤ 12.
This formula is more direct than the one presented in the spreadsheet, and the
range of Bid (F4) is now clear. This should be part of that cell’s documentation.
Using our approach, to document such formula, the user would click on the
button to describe cell (“Cell”), under the group “Content Documentation”, and
the wizard shown in Figure 3 would appear:

Fig. 3. Dialogue to document a formula cell.

Since we are documenting a cell, as in any other programming language, the
developer should describe the computation, the input, and the output. The first
text box allows the user to write a general description of the formula. This is
similar to what a Java programmer starts to write when documenting a method.
Next, the user can describe the argument of such formula. In this case, the input
is cell F4, which is the label of the text box. Moreover, the tool also shows the
type of the inputs, in this case, double. This may also help the user to detect
incorrect usage of cells. Finally, the user can describe the output of the formula,
again annotated with the corresponding type.
In the following sections we will describe in detail all the features of our
approach, including how to describe input, output, and computations.
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The SpreadsheetDoc Add-in

We have developed our tool, SpreadsheetDoc, as an add-in for Excel 2013. To
develop our framework we used the programming language C#, version 4.0, and
Visual Studio Ultimate 2013. To use our SpreadsheetDoc it is necessary to install
it as an add-in within Excel. It will appear as a new ribbon with its name and
when the user clicks on it he/she will have available all its functionalities. Each
of these functionalities is implemented as a method. Thus, the code structure
is simple allowing to easily add new methods/functionalities. Since each functionality can be used to add new documentation or to update existent one, each
method must verify if some documentation already exists for the selected spreadsheet part (worksheet, cell, etc.). If no documentation exists, then a new form
must be created. Otherwise, the form is loaded with the existing documentation.
Our framework is structured in three parts. The first part is where the user
writes, reads, and updates all the documentation. This is done using the corresponding buttons listed in the ribbon and described in Sections 4 and 5.
The second part is the possibility of importing and exporting XML files with
the documentation. Such file can be used in different ways. For once, it is used
by the tool itself to create a web page where the user can read the spreadsheet
documentation, possibly with links to documentation of other spreadsheets, if
they are referenced.
When exported, this XML file can also be used by other tools as they wish.
For instance, it can be used by other Excel add-ins to show the documentation in
a different way, or by add-ins for other spreadsheet system such as LibreOffice or
OpenOffice so they can open Excel spreadsheets, but also their documentation.
It is also possible to read an XML file to import documentation written
in other tools. This makes it easier to exchange spreadsheet documentation. For
instance, it allows the user to import a new version of the documentation the developer may have written. It may also be used to import documentation written
for that spreadsheet, but using another spreadsheet software, like OpenOffice.
The third part is where the user reads the documentation on a web page. This
web page is generated based on the XML file already created. Such web page
can potentially be consulted by other people. For instance, inside an organization

there can be a server with all the web pages of all spreadsheets available, and
users can search for some spreadsheet implementing a functionality they need.
Figure 4 illustrates the potential interactions users can have with the environment SpreadsheetDoc creates.

Spreadsheet developer writes
documentation on the spreadsheet
using SpreadsheetDoc
It can import an
XML produced
by other tools

The XML can be
exported so it can be
used by other tools

Spreadsheet user reads the
documentation in the
spreadsheet or a web page

Other users can search for
spreadsheets implementing
functionalities they need

Excel +
SpreadsheetDoc

Fig. 4. The possible interactions with the SpreadsheetDoc environment.

The tool can be downloaded in the following web page:
https://bitbucket.org/spreadsheetdoc/spreadsheetdoc/.

4

Documentation for Spreadsheet Users

In this section we will describe the SpreadsheetDoc features that allow to write
documentation more directed for spreadsheet end users. An end user is the person who uses the spreadsheet after it has been fully developed. Indeed, they
probably do not even completely understand how it computes the results. Thus
the documentation should be easy to understand. Spreadsheet end users only
intend to input values and read the computed output. They can be seen as any
other software end users. So, spreadsheet developers should write documentation
using the next features focusing on end users. Notice that all the documentation
should be written by developers. However, in some cases it is intended to be
read by end user and in other cases by developers. Indeed, each of the features
we present can be used to write and to read documentation, but should be used
by developers to write and by users to read.
SpreadsheetDoc is composed of five different groups of functionalities: General Documentation, Content Documentation, Input/Output Documentation,

Read Documentation, and XML documentation. In the following we describe
each functionality of each group.
4.1

Documenting a Spreadsheet Program

The first functionality we introduce, part of the General Documentation group,
is the one to document an entire spreadsheet document.
In general an organization makes use of many spreadsheets. For instance, for
the oil company Enron there were more than 15.000 spreadsheets exchanged in
their emails [9]. Thus, it is important to document each spreadsheet file, so users
can know each one and possibly reuse them.
So, the first documentation the user should write is about the spreadsheet
itself. The “Spreadsheet” button in our add-in opens a dialogue box with a text
box inside. The user can then write the spreadsheet’s general purpose. In this
dialogue three buttons are shown: clear, ok, and cancel. The clear button,
as the name suggests, clears the text box. The ok button saves the dialogue box
state. Finally, cancel drops all changes inside the dialogue box. Figure 5 shows
the wizard for our running example, and the description we added.

Fig. 5. The “Spreadsheet” button wizard to document a spreadsheet file.

After writing and saving the documentation, if the user clicks again in the
button, the same wizard will be shown, but this time showing the recorded text.
This behaviour is the same for all the functionalities.

4.2

Documenting Each Worksheet

A spreadsheet can have dozens, even hundreds of worksheets. For the EUSES
spreadsheet corpus the biggest spreadsheet has 106 worksheets [8] and for the
Enron 175 were found in a single spreadsheet file [9]. Thus, it is quite important
to document each of these worksheets, otherwise it becomes impossible to know
what each one is doing.
The “Worksheet” button, from the General Documentation group, has a
structure similar to the previous button, but in this case users should document
the behaviour of the worksheet and not of the spreadsheet. Inside each worksheet
the user should click this button and write the corresponding documentation. It
will be associated with the worksheet the user is in.
So, the documentation generated by the General Documentation group has
the goal of giving users a better understanding of the spreadsheet behaviour,
helping them understanding what was it developed for (Spreadsheet button) and
how each of its pieces work (Worksheet button). The wizard shown is similar to
the one in Figure 5, and thus we do not show it.
4.3

Documenting a Cell

The finest grain in a spreadsheet structure is a cell. Although in most cases
it is not necessary to document each cell individually, some of them must be
documented so one can understand how the spreadsheet works. Since for now
we are focused on user documentation, the description about documentation of
cells with formula is left for Section 5.
The “Cell” functionality, from the group Content Documentation, can be
used to document each and every cell. If the cell is a plain value, then the
wizard shown is similar to the one in Figure 5 (thus we do not show it). The
documentation writer can then describe the cell content. If the content is a
formula, then the description must be more technical, so it can be updated by
other developers. We discuss this in Section 5.
4.4

Documenting a Column

Usually, spreadsheet developers tend to organize the data by rows or columns.
For now we are going to focus on columns. Depending on the spreadsheet structure, commenting a column can be useful. Indeed, a user may document an entire
column describing its behaviour (for instance, by saying the column computes
the average of the columns before it). This functionality can also be used when
each column of the worksheet has a particular meaning. For instance, in Figure 6
one may wander what each column represents.
In fact, this spreadsheet has another worksheet containing its documentation.
For instance, it clarifies that column N (OK) has the value 1,00 in all its cells.
The use of this functionality makes sense only if the worksheet contains a
single table. If it has more than one, commenting an entire row can be confusing.

Fig. 6. A spreadsheet representing dishwasher detergents taken from [14].

The “Row” button opens a dialogue box with a text box inside, similar to
the one presented in Figure 5 (thus we omit its illustration). This button is also
part of the Contend Documentation group.
4.5

Documenting a Row

In the previous sub-section we described the documentation of a column. The
dual applies for rows. In some cases, spreadsheets are developed column oriented,
but in some other cases, row oriented. Indeed the example shown in Figure 6
could be organized by rows instead of columns. Thus, the documentation writer
must choose the adequate functionality so the user can get the most out of the
documentation.
4.6

Documenting a Range

Spreadsheets are a development framework where users have freedom to do what
they want. So, it is possible (and actually quite common) to have more than one
table on the same worksheet. Then, tables have different objectives and it is
important to understand what is the purpose of each one. So, we created a
functionality where it is possible to document a selected range of cells, that is,
a rectangular selection of cells.
The “Range” button opens a dialogue box with a text box inside so the
user can document the selected range. Again, this is similar to what is shown
in Figure 5. This button is the last of the Content Documentation group. The
documentation generated by this group focus on the understanding by users of
cells, rows, columns, and ranges content.
4.7

Documenting an Input Cell

The third group, Input/Output Documentation, has two functionalities: documenting input cells, and documenting output cells.
The “Input” button opens a dialogue with two text boxes inside. The first
text box is in read-only mode and shows a list of all input cells and corresponding
type, as given by Excel (for instance, Double). As we said, it is read-only and
users cannot modify it. After the user adds a new input cell, the list is updated.
The second text box allows the user to freely document the cell. A cell is added
to the list after the user clicks ok. In such a dialogue four more buttons are sown:
clear, ok, cancel, and remove. The three first buttons act as described before.

The remove button allows the user to remove the current input cell from the
list. This is only possible if the cell is in the list already.
Note that it is possible to document a cell using the “Cell” and the “Input”
functionality simultaneously. The fact that the cell is an input point is important for end users, and thus it should be documented as such. However, the
spreadsheet developer may feel the need to add more technical details to such
cell, which may not be of interest for end users, but only for a future developer.

4.8

Documenting an Output Cell

Output cells are where the user usually sees the results produced by the other
cells. Thus, these are probably the most important cells for end users.
Similar to “Input”, the “Output” button opens a dialogue with two text
boxes inside, one (in read-only mode) showing a list with all the output cells
(name and type) of the spreadsheet (top part of Figure 7), and a text box to
describe the current selected output cell (bottom part of Figure 7). For each
output cell, it is also shown its type, as given by Excel. In Figure 7 we show the
wizard for this case, documenting a cell of our running example.

Fig. 7. Dialogue to document an output cell.

Again, notice that output cells may also be documented as cells to explain
more technical details about its content (see Section 5).

4.9

Show Cell Documentation

The fourth group, Read Documentation, has two functionalities: one to read the
documentation on the spreadsheet, and another to read it on a web page.
The “Show documentation” functionality opens a dialogue showing the user
the selected cell documentation. This can be documentation either from the
“Cell” functionality, from the “Row” functionality, or from any other content
documentation. This allows the user to see the complete documentation of a cell
with a single click.
This button has two possible states: enabled and disabled. If the button’s
state is disable it represents that there is no documentation for the selected
cell. Otherwise, it is possible to click on it and read the existent documentation.
Nevertheless, the user can always click on each individual functionality to see
the corresponding documentation.
4.10

Show Documentation Web Page

The last user documentation functionality, is also the last one from the Read
Documentation group. The “Show web page” button opens a web page showing all spreadsheet’s documentation. The web page is created locally using the
documentation previously written. This allows to show the documentation in a
more appealing fashion. Moreover, references to cells are links that can be clicked
to read the corresponding documentation. In fact, if the spreadsheet references
other spreadsheets, and they have documentation, it can also be read.
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Documentation for Developers

Spreadsheet developers are the ones designing, implementing, and documentation the spreadsheet. When they write documentation, they should know the
target people that will use their spreadsheet [16]. Indeed, they should distinguish documentation for the spreadsheet users and (future) maintainers. The
documentation for developers may have complex details and technical concepts.
The SpreadsheetDoc feature we now describe allows developers to write documentation for cells they consider complex, for instance, cells with formulas.
Indeed a spreadsheet can have thousands of cells: for the EUSES spreadsheet
corpus the biggest spreadsheet has 889.952 [8], and for the Enron 113.134 [9].
With our framework it is possible to document each cell individually (although
in many cases this is not necessary). The developer must decide which ones
deserve to be documented.
We have previously described the “Cell” functionality to document a particular cell, in the context of end users. Such functionality can also be used to
described formula cells. The “Cell” button opens a dialogue that is contextualized with the cell content. If the cell contains a plain value (a number or a
string), only a text box is presented as we presented in Section 4.3. On the other
hand, if the cell content is a formula, at least three different text boxes must be
filled in, as shown in Figure 3:

1) The first text box is for the user to write a small description of the selected
cell. The next text boxes are used to describe the input.
2) For each input, that is, for each reference or range in the formula, a text box
is presented so the user can describe such input. Each text box has a label
on the left showing two possible options:
a) If the input is a cell range, such range is shown, so the user knows which
cells he/she is describing. The range type is also shown. The type of a
range however must be computed by our tool as Excel does not have
such information. If all the cells have the same type, then such type is
presented. Otherwise, we compute the type represented in more cells and
present that type, showing the remaining types and corresponding cells.
b) If the input is a reference to a single cell, then the tool presents its name
(reference) and type as given by Excel. This can be seen in Figure 3 for
our running example.
3) Finally, the last text box is used to describe the output generated by the cell.
Its label is the type of the cell.
This documentation process can be compared to the JavaDoc tool where
users document their methods. In this case, developers document formulas. With
JavaDoc the user writes a general description of the method, our first box, describes each method argument, our following boxes, and finally describes the
return of the method, our last box.
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6.1

Validation
Empirical Validation

An empirical validation is widely recognized as essential in order to validate a
new framework. Therefore, we have done an empirical study, which is described
in this chapter and whose results we also analyse in detail, in order to validate
our framework.
Our motivation to do this study was the need to understand the differences
of performance between users using the SpreadsheetDoc and users which have
used traditional spreadsheet systems (Excel). In Section 8 we detail the design
of our study. In section 9 we explain how we have run our study. In Section 10
we analyse the collected data. In Section 11 we interpret the obtained results
and finally, in Section 12, we discuss the obtained results.
To execute this study we have followed others studies like [6].
6.2

Design

The aim of our study is to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of users
using our framework, comparing to simply use Excel. As we have described
previously, it is extremely common to find users spending considerable time
amounts trying to understand and use spreadsheets. Therefore, our ambition

is to mitigate this problem. Thus, evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness of
users using SpreadsheetDoc was quite important.
The study we have designed was applied in an academic environment, so it
was done with college students. To incentive the students of our university we
have decided to raffle a voucher with the value of fifty Euro for a technology
store.
We have asked to participants to perform some tasks in two distinct spreadsheets given by us. Those spreadsheets were taken from a book [14] and from
Enron oil corporation database [9].
As we have described previously, we have developed functionalities to read
and write documentation. In this study, we were only interested in testing the
read documentation part. To create documentation we need more experienced
users and they do not need much help as the users of our environment. So,
with end users we can understand better if our framework is easy to use or
not. Since the users that need to read the documentation are probably less
experts, it is important know if users interact easily with the spreadsheet using
SpreadsheetDoc. Then, the selected subjects are similar to all non-programmer
which use spreadsheets every days.
Hypotheses The use of SpreadsheetDoc brings some advantages such as to
providing users documentation about the spreadsheet and simplifying its usage.
In theory, this reduces the number of errors and improves user performance.
However, this needs to be tested. So, we could informally state two hypotheses:
1. In order to perform a given set of tasks, users spent less time when using
SpreadsheetDoc instead of using only Excel.
2. Spreadsheets used with the support of SpreadsheetDoc have a correctness
grade higher than using only Excel.
Formally, two hypotheses are being tested: HT for the time that is needed to
perform a given set of tasks, and HC for the correctness grade found in different
types of spreadsheets. They are respectively formulated as follows:
1. Null hypothesis, HT0 : The time to perform a given set of tasks using
SpreadsheetDoc is not less than that taken using only Excel. HT0 : µd ≤ 0,
where µd is the expected mean of the time differences.
Alternative hypothesis, HT1 : µd > 0, that is, the time to perform a given
set of tasks using SpreadsheetDoc is less than using only Excel.
Measures needed: time taken to perform the tasks.
2. Null hypothesis, HC0 : The correctness grade in spreadsheets when using
SpreadsheetDoc is not smaller than using only Excel. HC0 : µd ≤ 0, where µd
is the absolute frequency difference of the correctness grades (effectiveness).
Alternative hypothesis, HC0 : µd ¿ 0, that is, the correctness grade when
using SpreadsheetDoc is smaller than using only Excel.
Measures needed: correctness grade for each spreadsheet.

Variables The independent variables are: for HT the time to perform the tasks,
and for HC the correctness grades (effectiveness).
Subjects and Objects Initially, we have decided that the subjects of this
study must not be computer science students neither students from related areas,
and secondly, that they must have some knowledge of Excel. However, as the
number of participants who fulfilled this requirement was not enough to create
a significant empirical validation, we have decided to expand the subjects group
and admit all students, related or not to the computer science subject.
Therefore, the subjects admitted to the present study were students from Faculty of Science and Technology of Universidade NOVA de Lisboa, with a certain
knowledge of Excel. In order to find the population with the desired requirements
to this study, we have created a selection questionnaire (Appendix ??) as a way
to evaluate the student knowledge of Excel as well as the students major. Out
of a total number of thirty-eight students that filled the selection questionnaire,
thirty-six fulfilled the conditions we were looking for. However, only fourteen
actually appeared to participate in our study. We will give more details about
participants in Section 10. As we will show in Section 9, there was no statistical
difference between computer science students and others.
The objects of this study were three distinct spreadsheets that will be described later in section 8.4. One spreadsheet was used as tutorial, explaining how
participants should use our framework. Afterwards, they were asked to realize
some tasks in the remaining two spreadsheets. Some spreadsheets have some
documentation. So, when users used SpreadsheetDoc, we have deleted the existent documentation and presented users with ours. If users used only Excel,
them the existent documentation is available for consulting. In Figure 8 we show
the existent documentation.
Instrumentation As we have been describing, our study was supported by
three distinct spreadsheets. The spreadsheet used to perform the tutorial only
has one worksheet. So, we have decided to split it in two different worksheets.
One worksheet responsible for the input data and the other responsible for the
results/outputs. We have decided to perform this change because it was important to explain to participants that sometimes they should work on different
worksheets when performing one task.
The spreadsheet used on the tutorial was designed to calculate the probability of winning an auction of a boat depending on the bid offer and was taken
from [14]. The other two spreadsheets were taken from [14] and from an enterprise database [9]. The first is about how to spend advertising money to improve
the volume of sales and from now on is termed AdBudget. The second is from
a gas enterprise and stores its invoice in a month and from now on is termed
EnronGAS.
Participants have received a set of tasks (Appendix ??) to perform. They
have to insert and consult values, consult formula’s arguments and update a
formula.

Fig. 8. Spreadsheet containing some documentation.

In order to understand the participants difficulties in the study, two questionnaires were prepared: one answered before the study (pre-questionnaire) and
another answered after (post-questionnaire). Before participants left the room,
we have collected from each computer the two modified spreadsheets in order to
obtain information about their answers later. Note that we did not wanted to
evaluate the participants skills regarding the Excel program, this study’s main
objective was to evaluate our framework and understand if it facilitate users
comprehension of spreadsheets in general.
Data Collection Procedure We have planned several steps to run our study,
with two different options: perform the task with (1) and without (2) SpreadsheetDoc help, as an attempt of comparing the efficiency and effectiveness of
performing the given tasks by users. Therefore, the first option (1) includes five
different phases:
1. Filling the pre-questionnaire (Appendix ??);
2. Attending and performing the tutorial on SpreadsheetDoc (Appendix ??);
3. Performing the set of tasks on the two given spreadsheets, with a time limit
of fifteen minutes (Appendix ??);
4. Filling the post-questionnaire (Appendix ??);
5. Collecting all spreadsheets, questionnaires and answers.

Regarding the second option the participants did not perform the second
step (2) - Attending and performing the tutorial on SpreadsheetDoc.
In steps (2) and (6) we have had a direct participation by performing the
tutorial with participants and retrieving all materials used by them, respectively.
All the subjects of our study were expected to perform the two sets of tasks on
the respective spreadsheets. The objective of the study was not to compare
one spreadsheet against another, but instead to compare our framework against
simply using Excel.
Analysis Procedure and Evaluation of Validity The analysis of the collected data was achieved trough the comparison of the group of participants that
have performed the tasks using our framework with the group of participants
that have performed the tasks without our framework’s help.
Since the study is composed by several tasks, we have marked each user’s
time, as we show on the tables in Section 10.1. As a way to perform the comparison we have made the average time that participants took to complete the
tasks in each group and compared both of them.
To ensure the validity of the data collected, several kinds of support were
planned: constant availability to clarify any doubt; the existence of the tutorial
to explain how to use our framework (this is specifically for the group that
preformed the tasks with documentation); and supervise the work done by the
subjects in a way that do not interfere with their work. This last point consists
in observe if participants are having problems and try to help them if their
difficulty is related to something that does not influence the study results.
6.3

Execution

The study was performed in one classroom with fifteen available computers and
with a total of fourteen college students, each one in the selected session which
he/she wanted to participate. Initially, we have scheduled four sessions, but as
we did not have sufficient participants, we have scheduled four more sessions.
Despite some subjects have performed the proposed tasks with our framework
and others without it, the study has been made with the same limit of time in
all sessions.
Firstly, we have pre-installed our framework on the selected computers and,
before each session, we have verified if the environment was correctly set.
When the subjects were already set in the classroom, we have started by
introducing the purpose of the study, explaining what we have developed so far
and why was their participation important.
Afterwards, the participants started filling the pre-questionnaire, with generic
information about themselves (gender, age range, course, course year) as well as
some questions about their previous experience with spreadsheets. As it was
already mentioned, some participants have done the tasks with the documentation provided by our framework and others have performed the tasks without it,
which means that they only used the existent documentation in the spreadsheet.

During the sessions where participants used our framework, we have given a
tutorial and during it, we have answered all the questions that the participants
had, making sure that they could use the framework correctly. Then, they have
had fifteen minutes to perform all the tasks in each of the spreadsheets without
our assistance (fifteen minutes per spreadsheet).
We have decided which sessions used our framework and which did not, in
order to balance the number of participants with documentation and without
documentation. Regarding the sessions, we have decided to alternate the spreadsheet which the participants used to start the study. In other words, some participants have started the study with the Adbudget spreadsheet and others with
the EnronGAS spreadsheet. This was quite important to get more realistic and
even results, as during the tasks performed in the first spreadsheet participants
are still learning how to work with our tool and because concentration levels
start to decrease over a period of time, which could influence the time spent on
each task.
Lastly, we have asked participants to answer the post-questionnaire in order
to evaluate the confidence that they had on their performance during the study
and afterwards we have collected the modified spreadsheet files, the questionnaires, the answers of each spreadsheet as well as the times to perform each task,
thus we could analyse them later on.
6.4

Analysis

In order to perform quantitative analyses of this study, we have used all subject’s
results: 7 subjects for the spreadsheets that used our framework and 7 for the
ones that did not used it.
Descriptive Statistics
Subjects: Basic information about the subjects was gathered, namely their gender, age, major, year of college, and familiarity with spreadsheets. From the
fourteen subjects, nine were male and five were female. Most of them (ten) are
aged between twenty and twenty-five, with three subject being over twenty-five
and one less than twenty years old. The subjects come from different areas of
study, and most of them are not from computer science or related areas. We
have had students from:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Master in Computer Science (3)
Master in Electrical and Computer Engineering (1)
Master in Mechanical Engineering (1)
Master in Civil Engineering (2)
Master in Conservation - Restoration (1)
Bachelor in Applied Chemistry (1)
Master in Biotechnology (2)
Master in Chemical and Biochemical Engineering (1)
PhD in Sustainable Chemistry (1)

– Master in Biochemistry for Health (1)
Furthermore, two questions about formulas were done to evaluate their knowledge:
– How do you do the sum of cells A1 through D3? - Twelve participants have
answered correctly and two have done A1 plus D3, which we have considered
incorrect.
– How do you do to know if cell A1 is greater than A3? - Eleven have answered
correctly and three “I do not know”.
Thus, most participants were familiar with basic Excel.
Time spent: Differences were found regarding the time that subjects used to
perform the tasks. The minimum times recorded on each spreadsheet was by
participants using our framework, with average times being minor than without
it.
Table 1 and Table 2 show the time used for each participant to perform their
tasks and an average time used for each question, on Adbudget for informatics
and non-informatics using documentation. On the other hand, the Table 3 and
Table 4 have the same goal but in this case the subjects did not used documentation. So, it is possible to compare each table results. Note that when a
hyphen (-) appears on the table it means that the subject did not answered to
the question.
Table 1. Time used for non-informatics with documentation, to perform tasks on
the Adbudget spreadsheet.
Questions
1

2

3

4

5

1
3
Participants 5
25
27

00:01:00
00:01:00
00:01:00
00:01:00
00:02:00

00:01:00
00:01:00
00:01:00
00:01:00
00:01:00

00:01:00
00:01:00
00:01:00
00:01:00
00:01:00

00:03:00
00:03:00
00:01:00
00:02:00
00:02:00

00:01:00
00:03:00
00:02:00
00:03:00
00:02:00

Average

00:01:12 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:02:12 00:02:12

Table 5 and Table 6 show the time used for each participant to perform their
tasks and an average time used for each question, on EnronGAS for informatics and non-informatics using documentation. On the other hand, the Table 7
and Table 8 have the same goal but in this case the subjects did not used
documentation. So, it is possible to compare each table results. Note that when
a hyphen (-) appears on the table it means that the subject did not answered
to the question. When the sum of the times of all questions of one subjects is

Table 2. Time used for informatics with documentation, to perform tasks on the
Adbudget spreadsheet.
Questions
1
Participants

2

3

4

5

2 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:03:00 00:01:00
26 00:01:00 00:02:00 00:01:00 00:02:00 00:03:00

Average

00:01:00 00:01:30 00:01:00 00:02:30 00:02:00

Table 3. Time used for non-informatics without documentation, to perform tasks
on the Adbudget spreadsheet.
Questions
1

2

3

4

5

10
11
Participants 12
13
35

00:05:00
00:07:00
00:03:00
00:02:00
-

00:01:00
00:01:00
00:02:00
00:03:00
00:01:00

00:01:00
00:02:00
00:02:00
00:01:00
00:01:00

00:02:00
00:02:00
00:05:00
00:02:00
-

00:03:00
00:01:00
00:02:00
00:03:00
00:03:00

Average

00:04:15 00:01:36 00:01:24 00:02:45 00:02:24

Table 4. Time used for informatics without documentation, to perform tasks on the
Adbudget spreadsheet.
Questions
1
Participants

2

3

4

5

33 00:06:00 00:02:00 00:01:00 00:05:00
34
- 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:03:00 00:02:00

Average

00:06:00 00:01:30 00:01:00 00:04:00 00:02:00

Table 5. Time used for non-informatics with documentation, to perform tasks on
the EnronGAS spreadsheet.
Questions
1

2

3

4

5

1
3
Participants 5
25
27

00:02:00
00:03:00
00:02:00
00:02:00
00:02:00

00:01:00
00:01:00
00:01:00
00:01:00
00:01:00

00:01:00
00:01:00
00:01:00
00:01:00
00:01:00

00:02:00
00:02:00
00:02:00
00:01:00
00:01:00

00:01:00
00:01:00
00:02:00
00:02:00
00:01:00

Average

00:02:12 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:01:36 00:01:24

Table 6. Time used for informatics with documentation, to perform tasks on the
EnronGAS spreadsheet.
Questions
1
Participants

2

3

4

5

2 00:02:00 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:01:00
26 00:02:00 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:04:00 00:02:00

Average

00:02:00 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:02:30 00:01:30

Table 7. Time used for non-informatics without documentation, to perform tasks
on the EnronGAS spreadsheet.
Questions
1

2

3

4

5

10
11
Participants 12
13
35

00:05:00 00:04:00 00:01:00 00:02:00 00:02:00
00:02:00 00:03:00 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:02:00
00:02:00 00:12:00 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:01:00
00:07:00
- 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:02:00
- 00:02:00 00:01:00
-

Average

00:04:00 00:06:20 00:01:12 00:01:12 00:01:45

Table 8. Time used for informatics without documentation, to perform tasks on
the EnronGAS spreadsheet.
Questions
1
Participants
Average

2

3

4

5

33 00:08:00 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:02:00
34 00:14:00
- 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:04:00
00:11:00 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:01:00 00:03:00

superior to fifteen minutes is because the subject start one task but as he/she
could not solve it, he/she moved to next question finishing the previous later.
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the comparison of the time used for each participant between using our framework, and using the Excel, for Adbudget an
EnronGas spreadsheet, respectively. Note that both figures represent the performances of non-informatics students to complete each task.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the comparison of the time used for each
participant between using our framework, and using the Excel, for Adbudget
an EnronGas spreadsheet, respectively. Note that both figures represent the
performances of informatics students to complete each task.
Correctness grade (effectiveness): To evaluate the correctness of the spreadsheets produced during the study, correctness grades are used. Each of the five

Fig. 9. Time used to perform the tasks, for non-informatics, between SpreadsheetDoc
and only Excel in Adbugdet spreadsheet.

tasks requires a set of spreadsheet operations to be correctly performed. Such
operations included: change an input value and consult its result, identify the
parameters (inputs) of a formula, and perform a modification in a formula. The
correctness grade are evaluated using three values: 1, 0.5 and 0; where 1 is correct, 0.5 is half correct (e.g. insert an input correctly but consult the wrong cell)
and 0 is incorrect.
Table 9 shows the correctness grade (effectiveness) of each non-informatics
subject to perform their tasks on Adbudget spreadsheet. Table 10 shows the
results using the SpreadsheetDoc while 11 shows the results using only the Excel.
The first four rows for the question four have a hyphen (-) because they were
cancelled due to an error on the spreadsheet. It was corrected for the next session
that is why the last row has result. To the other questions, when it has a - it is
because the subject did not answered.
Table 12 shows the correctness grade (effectiveness) of each informatics subject to perform their tasks on Adbudget spreadsheet. Table 13 shows the results
using the SpreadsheetDoc while 14 shows the results using only the Excel. When
it has a hyphen (-) it is because the subject did not answered.
Table 15 shows the correctness grade (effectiveness) of each non-informatics
subject to perform their tasks on EnronGAS spreadsheet. Table 16 shows the
results using the SpreadsheetDoc while 17 shows the results using only the Excel.
The first four rows for the question four have a hyphen (-) because they were

Fig. 10. Time used to perform the tasks, for non-informatics, between SpreadsheetDoc and only Excel in EnronGAS spreadsheet.
Table 9. Correctness grade for non-informatics on the Adbudget spreadsheet.
Table 10. With documentation.

1
3
Participants 5
25
27

Table 11. Without documentation.

Questions

Questions

1234 5

1 2 345

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

10
11
Participants 12
13
35

0
0
0
0
-

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

1
1
1
1
1

-

1
1
1
1
1

cancelled due to an error on the spreadsheet. To the other questions and for the
last row, when it has a - it is because the subject did not answered.
Table 18 shows the correctness grade (effectiveness) of each informatics subject to perform their tasks on EnronGAS spreadsheet. Table 19 shows the results
using the SpreadsheetDoc while 20 shows the results using only the Excel. When
it has a hyphen (-) it is because the subject did not answered.
Figure 13 shows the absolute frequency (quantity of users’ correctness grade,
effectiveness) between subjects with documentation available (10.1) and subjects
that do not have documentation (10.1) in Adbudget spreadsheet.

Fig. 11. Time used to perform the tasks, for informatics, between SpreadsheetDoc
and only Excel in Adbudget spreadsheet.
Table 12. Correctness grade for informatics on the Adbudget spreadsheet.
Table 13. With documentation.

Table 14. Without documentation.

Questions

Questions

1234 5

1 2 345
33 0 0.5 1 1 Participants
34 - 0 1 0 1

21111 1
Participants
26 1 1 0 1 1

Figure 14 shows the absolute frequency (quantity of users’ correctness grade)
between subjects with documentation available (10.1) and subjects that do not
have documentation (10.1) in EnronGAS spreadsheet.
Hypothesis Testing The significance level used throughout the evaluation of
all the tests is 0.05. The evaluation of the tests was performed using the SPSS
software.
Since we have less participants than intended, we have group together some
of the study results to perform the statistical analysis.
First, we have considered the answers to question i (where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5}),
both from spreadsheet EnronGAS and spreadsheet Adbudget, as answers to the
same question, regarding the time participants took to answer them (but not for

Fig. 12. Time used to perform the tasks, for informatics, between SpreadsheetDoc
and only Excel in EnronGAS spreadsheet.

Table 15. Correctness grade for non-informatics on the EnronGAS spreadsheet.
Table 16. With documentation.

1
3
Participants 5
25
27

Table 17. Without documentation.

Questions

Questions

1234 5

1 2 345

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

10
11
Participants 12
13
35

0
0
0
0
-

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

1
1
1
1
1

-

1
1
1
1
1

correctness). We did this as the questions are of the same kind and quite similar,
being the only difference the spreadsheet they are written for. Moreover, this is
possible because there is no statistical difference between the time participants
took to answer the questions from both spreadsheets. Indeed, a Mann-Whitney
test indicated that the times spent in question i (where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5}) was not
significantly different for the Adbudget spreadsheet (M dn1 = 00:02, M dn2 =
00:01, M dn3 = 00:01, M dn5 = 00:02), and EnronGAS (M dn1 = 00:02, M dn2 =
00:01, M dn3 = 00:01, M dn5 = 00:02), U1 = 67, U2 = 72.5, U3 = 91, U5 = 74.5,

Table 18. Correctness grade for informatics on the EnronGAS spreadsheet.
Table 19. With documentation.

Table 20. Without documentation.

Questions

Questions

1234 5

1 2345
33 1 1 1 1 1
Participants
34 0.5 - 1 1 0

21111 1
Participants
26 1 1 1 0 1

p1 = .518, p2 = .755, p3 = .549, p5 = .581.2 There was however a significantly
difference for question 4 and thus their times cannot be used together.
Second, we have also grouped the results of both informatics and non-informatics.
This is only possible as there is no statistical difference between the answers of
informatics and others. Indeed, a Chi-square test of independence was calculated comparing the frequency of each kind of answer (correct, half-correct, and
incorrect) for question i (where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5}) for both spreadsheets between
informatics and non-informatics. The test did not found a significant interaction
(p1 = .936, p2 = .300, p3 = .107, p5 = .557).3 This was calculated using answers
from both spreadsheets together. Since that is not possible for question 4, we do
not use such result here.
Comparison of correctness We have performed three tests (all suggested by
SPSS) to verify the statistical significance of the correctness grade: Kendall’s
tau-b, Kendall’s tau-c, and Gamma.
For the EnronGAS spreadsheet the correctness grade is greater when using
SpreadsheetDoc for questions 1, 2, and 5 (p = .000 for the three questions and
for the three tests).
For the Adbudget spreadsheet the correctness grade is greater when using
SpreadsheetDoc for questions 1, 2, and 4 (p = .000 for the three tests for question
1, p = .048 for Kendall’s tau-b test and p = .000 for the others for question 2,
and p = .034 for the three tests for question 4).
For the others it is not possible to determine the statistical significance of
the differences between the answers.
Table 21 resumes the statistical significance of the answers for each spreadsheet, as well as when considering both spreadsheets together. The hyphen mark
is used to denote the impossibility of merging the results.
Comparison of times In this case, to verify the statistical relevance, we have
used the test Mann-Whitney.
For the EnronGAS spreadsheet the Mann-Whitney test indicated that the
time spent to answer question i (where i ∈ {1, 2}) was greater without the use
2
3

We follow the reporting format suggested in [?].
Again, we follow the reporting format suggested in [?].

Fig. 13. Absolute frequency of all subjects for Adbudget spreadsheet.

of SpreadsheetDoc (M dn1 = 00:06, M dn4 = 00:03), than using SpreadsheetDoc
(M dn1 = 00:02, M dn4 = 00:01), U1 = 8, U4 = 3.5, p1 = .034, p4 = .012.
For the Adbudget spreadsheet the Mann-Whitney test indicated that the
time spent in question 1 without SpreadsheetDoc (M dn = 00:05) was greater
than with SpreadsheetDoc (M dn = 00:02), U = 3.5, p = .034.

Fig. 14. Absolute frequency of all subjects for EnronGAS spreadsheet.

As we described it is statistically possible to merge both spreadsheet results.
In this case, an extra significance arises for question 5. Indeed, for both spreadsheets together, the Mann-Whitney test indicated that the time spent in question
5 without SpreadsheetDoc (M dn = 00:05) was greater than with Spreadsheet-

Table 21. Statistical relevance for answers.
Questions
1 2 3 4 5
Adbudget 3 3 7 3 3
EnronGAS 3 3 7 7 3
Together - 3 7 7 -

Doc (M dn = 00:02), U = 42.5, p = .02. There is also significance for questions
1 and 2, but that already happened for each spreadsheet individually.
For the remaining cases it is not possible to determine the statistical significance of the differences between the times participants took to answer the
questions.
Table 22 resumes the statistical significance of times spent in the answers for
each spreadsheet, as well as when considering both spreadsheets together. Again,
the hyphen mark is used to denote the impossibility of merging the results.
Table 22. Statistical relevance for times.
Questions
1 2 34 5
Adbudget 3 7 7 7 3
EnronGAS 3 3 7 7 3
Together 3 3 7 - 3

6.5

Interpretation

The results from the analysis suggest that SpreadsheetDoc can improve users’
performance doing their tasks. However, this was not the case for question three.
We believe this is because the answer to this question is quite easy. Users just
have to consult the formula arguments and in that way, our framework does not
provide any extra help. In question four of EnronGAS we have had interesting
results. Users without documentation were more efficients that the other, but
in the other hand their effectiveness was worst when compared to users with
documentation. So, in this question we can conclude that SpreadsheetDoc helps
users to perform the tasks correctly in spite of taken more time.
Comparing the efficiency and effectiveness registered on the tables it is possible to conclude that our framework was useful mainly for questions one and
two.
Moreover, from the post-questionnaire we can conclude that subjects felt
more confident in the results using our framework when compared to the ones

who used only Excel. This indicates that our framework is useful and some given
suggestions were welcome.
Threats to validity The goal of the study is to demonstrate that is better use
our framework than only Excel. Therefore, validity threats for this study were
analysed and divided in four categories as defined in [?]: conclusion validity,
internal validity, construct validity and external validity.
Conclusion validity: The main concern is the low statistical power due to the
low number of participants. To overcome this issue we have decided to group
the same question of each spreadsheet and which could improve our statistical
power. It is important to note that this only could be possible due to a statistical
test which allowed it.
Internal validity: In order to minimize the effects on the independent variables
that would reflect on the causality, several actions were taken. First, this study
was executed several times (different sessions), where the subjects of one session
work with our framework and others did not. Second, within each session, some
participants have started with the Adbudget spreadsheet and others with the
EnronGAS spreadsheet to minimize learning effects. Third, the time to perform
the study was reduced as much as possible so that the subjects could remain
focused during all the study (fifteen minutes for each spreadsheet). Fourth, all
the subjects performed the same tasks, so issues from having different groups
with distinct treatments do not arise. This specifications intend to obtain more
control and reduce internal validity threats.
Construct validity: For this validity we have used two spreadsheets. Before
starting performing the tasks, we have informed the subjects that they were not
under evaluation guaranteeing that they were not affected by this study.
Some subjects have done the study using documentation and others without
it and the tasks we have asked users to perform are common in spreadsheets,
such as insert values, consult values, and change formulas. So, we believe the
study construction allows to evaluate the use of SpreadsheetDoc.
External validity: This validity is related to the strength to generalize the results
of this study to industrial practice. Due to this, we have selected two spreadsheets from the real-world: one from a company and another from a book on the
design of spreadsheets. Although the spreadsheets are real-world spreadsheets,
the environment is not. Nevertheless, the participants represent a wide range of
spreadsheet users, and thus, we believe that results are generalizable.
Inferences Since this study was performed in a very specific environment, we
cannot generalize it to every case. Nevertheless, the environment used to perform
this study was as similar as possible to a real one, in which end users are normally
non-professionals and in which spreadsheets are already developed with a specific

purpose. Therefore, the used spreadsheets were based on real cases, and the
majority of the students which preformed the study were from a non-informatics
areas.
Our framework was developed mainly for end users, so it could be useful if
applied on a professional industry.
6.6

Discussion

The empirical study we have conducted reveals very promising results for our
framework, SpreadsheetDoc. Despite that participants had a shorter period of
time to learn on a more efficient way of how to work with our framework, they
have accomplished their tasks faster when compared to the participants that
have not used our framework.
As we have envisioned, it was apparently easy to use our framework and
useful. Most participants wrote on post-questionnaire: “This tool facilitate our
understanding of the spreadsheet” or “Very useful framework”.
We could conclude that our framework improves users’ efficiency and effectiveness. So, our framework have had and improvement around of 50% of the
times. As usual, there was exceptions. We can also conclude that computer science using our framework or not have had similar results, but our framework
still has had better results.

7

Related Work

In [19] the authors present a system to format spreadsheet documentation. This
system uses an external editor to document spreadsheets and macros to format
such text. This can be compared to literate programming, where documentation and code are kept together in the same file. The objective is to easily write
and update documentation for spreadsheets. However, the user must “program”
the documentation itself, for instance, writing the following code to create a
variable to document a formula: @MACRO(xfor(v)=[@P(@V(f @X(v)))]). These
variables can then be assigned to parts of the spreadsheet and used in the text
documentation. However, this seems difficult to learn, specially for end users.
SpreadsheetDoc on the other hand shows contextualized wizards with the necessary text inputs the documentation writer must fill in, making it more convenient
for end users to document their spreadsheets.
Raymon did a study showing that a good documentation improves mainly
two factors: effectiveness and efficiency of users [16]. So, our framework intends to
improve these two factors. Raymon describes that users usually ask to colleagues
when they do not understand the system they are working with. Others spend
many time understanding what should be done. Thus, users usually lose efficiency
and effectiveness, increasing the losses of their corporations. Our framework aims
to improve the usability of user when writing documentation. For instance, it
is possible to send spreadsheets to other users without the need to explain it

because it is already documented. Thus, users will have less difficulties working
on spreadsheets that were not created by them.
In [20] the author discusses for two kinds of documentation: development
documentation and user documentation. The former is about the software itself,
its internal form, and is created for developers, with technical knowledge about
the software and its implementation details. The later is for the software users,
with possibly no technical skills to understand documentation for developers.
We have also separated both these kinds of documentation in SpreadsheetDoc.
On one hand formulas should be documented technically, that is, with enough
technical detail so they can be updated by other developers. On the other hand,
input and output cells should be documented for end users so they can know
where to input their values and read the results.
Abraham et al. developed a framework called UCheck [1]. This framework
can compute the labels that affect each cell. Thus, when using the headers functionality the tool displays arrows directed from the header cells (labels) to the
target cells, that is, the ones labelled by such text. The units functionality runs
the unit checker and the system marks the cells with unit errors. For instance,
a cell that adds cells with label apples and cells with label oranges is probably
wrong. This work can also be seen as an automatic way of documenting spreadsheets, as it more explicitly shows information about the relationship of cells and
their labels. It is interesting and relevant to our work because, by automatically
inferring the headers, we could use this to show to users the correspondent labels
of selected cells. Thus, we intend to integrate the inference system in our framework providing more information to users when they document spreadsheets,
and specially when they read it. The more information we can provide to users,
the more easily they will understand the spreadsheet they are working on.

8

Conclusions

Spreadsheets are the most used programming environments in the world. However, they lack many of the features modern programming environments offer.
In particular, there is no structured way of documenting spreadsheet programs.
Indeed, there is strong evidence that users wast too much time trying to understand spreadsheets, specially when they are using one that was not created by
them. They search within spreadsheets trying to find some kind of documentation, ask for help to colleagues, or end up by quitting.
To alleviate this scenario, in this paper, we have presented a tool, SpreadsheetDoc, to document spreadsheets. It is built as an Excel add-in so users can
easily install and use it. For each part of the spreadsheet SpreadsheetDoc offers
the correct wizard with the necessary fields to be filled in by the user. The user
can then read the documentation within the spreadsheet, but also in a web page
generated from such documentation. It is also possible to export the documentation via an XML file so it can be reused by other tools. In fact, it is also possible
to import documentation from an XML file.

8.1

Future Work

The work we present in this paper is the very first step towards easing the
creating of documentation for spreadsheets. There are however many important
directions for future work.
The most important one is the validation of our approach. Although we
believe that it can help users to be more productive, we do not yet have the
empirical evidence of such fact. In fact, there are at least two kinds of evaluations we intend to do. First, we intend to evaluate the usability of our tool,
trying to learn if end users understand the purpose of each of its parts, and
can actually use it in the correct way. Second, we will investigate its impact in
users productivity, that is, given the same spreadsheet, one documented with
our tool, and another not documented, or even documented with the current
ad-doc techniques, investigate if users more easily and faster can understand
the spreadsheet documented with SpreadsheetDoc. These evaluations will be
performed with empirical studies, which we will design and run based on our
previous experience [2, 3, 6].
Another quite interesting and promising direction is the automation or inference of documentation. As we mentioned, we intend to integrate the inference
of headers and units [1], which will automatically give some documentation for
users. For instance, for our running example, we would like to automatically
document the input of cell F5 as being Bid, and not as being cell F4 (as Bid
it the label of cell E4), since the label is much more informative than the cell
reference. Moreover, we would also like to integrate some heuristics to automatically describe existing formulas, in a similar way as described in [17] for
mining business rules from spreadsheets. For instance, for our running example, the system could automatically infer the following description for cell I10:
Cell I10 calculates Win? No, that is, the maximum between Profit new ship and
Profit tug/barge. This can easily be inferred from the formula, its inputs, and
corresponding labels. Again, we have some experience in automatically inferring
information from spreadsheet [4, 5], which will help us succeed in this work.
In this first approach we did not work on documenting the visual basic for
applications (VBA) scripts that are part of some spreadsheets. Although this
may seem important, in the Enron’s corpus only 47 spreadsheets (out of more
than 15.000) used VBA scripts [9]. Also in the EUSES corpus only 126 (out
of 4.498) used VBA [8]. Nevertheless, we will also address this in future work.
Since in this case we are probably addressing more advanced users, we intend
to follow an approach similar to JavaDoc, where the programmer annotates the
different parts of the source code, and from which it is possible to generate a
comprehensive web page. This will extend the web page generated by our tool.
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